How the Enemy Lies

This is how the enemy lies: This Christian author, who tries to tie Christianity into Hinduism, states in his book: "The Christian term ‘Satan’ and the Islamic term ‘Shaitan’ both are from the Sanskrit term ‘Sat-na’ which means non-truth or falsehood."

He told you a half-truth. Those titles do originate from the Sanskrit Sat-na, but he then lies with the claim of what Sat-na means in Sanskrit. Sat-na in Sanskrit is fully spelled with the Anusvara on the end as Sat-Nam, which is the highest name of God in Sanskrit. In Sikhism, which was created from Hinduism by a Hindu Guru, Sat-nam is the highest name of God. "The name of God, which means absolute Truth." Sat-Nam's bija mantra is the mantra that contains the whole energy of this title, which is SATANAMAMA. This is the highest mantra in Kundalini Yoga, which is the original and oldest form of Yoga. Sat and Satanama are mantras to open the crown chakra and the third eye in Kundalini Yoga, as they always have been. Opening these chakras leads one to truth.

For Sat-na to be a negation of truth, it would have to be spelled in Sanskrit “A-Sat”. For example, Nama means name in Sanskrit and A-Nama means without name.

These enemy losers will tell any dishonest claim, even when it’s obviously a lie, just to keep the Jewish thought form of Christianity going. As the Jewish spell of the Bible states, it will send delusions and lies to Gentiles to destroy them.

Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:
The A in Ancient Greek follows the same pattern with the Sanskrit as it’s rooted in Sanskrit. So A-Sat-nam would mean "That which is devoid of Truth". It's called A of removal which means the "A that removes (what the rest of the word means)", and it's put on the beginning of a word to make it mean the opposite of it's original meaning.

However when you lie to people like the Christian retards attempt, they prey on lack of knowledge.

A-SAT would mean lack of Truth, for example. SAT would mean Truth, ASAT would mean untruthful, for example. A deoids words of their meaning.

There is a special place reserved in "Hell" for the Christards who produce such disinfo. The "Hell" they invented will be invented so they can sit in there eternally in judgement for their invented "Sins".
Reply from OP:
Sat Nam is a shortening of Sata Nama, which pays homage to the Nama [Name] of Sata. When fully written in Sanskrit, Sata has the Anusvara of the end, adding the N sound, making it Satan. In Sanskrit, this fully expresses the literal meaning of this term vibrationally. Sanskrit is the language of the Gods. It does not arise form choosing and picking names. The word Satan is literally the eternal vibrational frequency this eternal concept exists within. Sanskrit means Perfect Creation. Satan in Sanskrit is the highest name of God. It is the name of the soul itself, literally.

Reply from OP:
I noticed this is true with Kylee Der Rainbow Christ, Hunt. He admitted on his radio show that we are actually correct in our doctrine, but he is triggered by the name Satan, and then tries to sidetrack off into some nonsense about LaVey and tries to connect us to LaVey. This is just obvious cognitive dissonance on his part. I guess he never considered how being raised catholic is still affecting his pointy head. Rentagoy is just recreating Christianity in their own preferable way, if you observe them. I guess the Hindus and Yezidis who worship Satan as the highest God are posers because LaVey didn't create them in 1969.

This is why it’s important to proceed as we do in the JoS, it gives people a psychic detoxification. Otherwise, they just end up unconsciously recreating Christianity in a way that is preferable to their own individual ego mind, even with an Odin Christ. Just look at Serrano. The Jewish mess just keeps on going. You end up like spockrets, and spockrets probably cries every night over being him. No one wants to be spockrets

*HP Hooded Cobra 666 wrote:*
“The word is also not Hebrew anymore than the Hebrew alphabet is hebrew. It's simply stolen. It doesn't matter what the Jews mean on the term, it's negative, reversed and repulsive, to them. Language implies how one sees something. We don't see it or approach the term from the hebrew side. But from the Sanskrit and ancient tongue. What we believe is from the Sanskrit, not from the hebrew.

We don't really care about them anymore than they wage a war on the Ancient Pagan culture, and attack it for centuries. By their own admission. So we want to stop this permanently.

I wonder why it's so hard and cheesy for people to understand this. It's almost as if they WISH we were a stupid Jewish cult, so that they have something to say against us...And when they don't have something they throw a tantrum...Lol”